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Smart Routines — streamlining HR for the modern enterprise
Say goodbye to cumbersome HR tasks and hello to Smart Routines, your go-to platform for automating HR 
processes. Seamlessly integrated into your existing SharePoint and Office 365 environments, Smart Routines is 
designed to minimize your operational costs and maximize efficiency.

Simplified benefits enrollment
When benefits enrollment season hits, internal service tickets can surge. SmartRoutines gives employees a 
straightforward path to enrollment resources, reducing the hassle and the ticket count.

Efficient employee onboarding
Onboarding doesn't have to be a resource-draining task. With Smart Routines, you can significantly reduce the 
cost per onboarding transaction, achieving both scalability and cost-effectiveness.

Streamlined decision-making
Approvals and clearances are essential HR functions that can sometimes slow down workflow. SmartRoutines 
ties these decisions into your daily tools, simplifying tasks for everyone involved.

Time-saving automation
SmartRoutines takes care of the repetitive, time-consuming HR tasks that can slow down your team. The time 
you save can be channeled into strategic, people-first activities, enabling you to not only streamline your 
operations but also enhance the human element of your HR functions.

Key features:

HR self-services

Empower your team with custom portals for autonomous HR task management.

Integrated data

Cut through the information clutter with a unified data source for easy access by employees and 
managers alike.

Guided procedures

Navigate routine HR processes effortlessly with our prebuilt modules, minimizing the need for additional 
HR oversight.

Microsoft Office & SharePoint integration

Enrich your existing work environments by integrating Smart Routines, making your HR processes as 
mobile as you are.
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GenAI-powered insights with Smart Routines CoPilot
Discover quick, actionable insights on your workforce with Smart Routines CoPilot. As an easy-to-use add-on, 
CoPilot takes the hassle out of report analysis. Just click "Generate Insights" in the Smart Routines reporting 
section, and let GenAI do the rest. You'll receive concise summaries of essential metrics like workforce hours 
and travel expenses, along with specific recommendations to guide your decisions. Get the information you 
need faster, understand data effortlessly, and make smarter decisions with ease.


